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MassCleaveMassCleave™ Evaluation™ Evaluation

�� Existing PCR designsExisting PCR designs

�� 12 fragments x 15 samples each + H12 fragments x 15 samples each + H22O controlO control

�� Plate 1:Plate 1:
�� BRCA1 BRCA1 exonexon 11 11 -- 6 fragments (B,C,G,J,K,L)6 fragments (B,C,G,J,K,L)

�� Plate 2:Plate 2:
�� hMLH1 hMLH1 –– 5 fragments (5 fragments (exonsexons 2,4,12,13 & 16)2,4,12,13 & 16)

�� MSH2 MSH2 –– exonexon 15 only15 only

�� SequenomSequenom provided primersprovided primers

�� Amplifications carried out in NGRL Amplifications carried out in NGRL 

�� Analysis carried out by Analysis carried out by SequenomSequenom



BRCA1 ResultsBRCA1 Results
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*retrospective inspection of spectra clearly displays the mutation identifying signals

#one unclassified variant was called in a normal sample.



hMLH1 &hMSH2 ResultshMLH1 &hMSH2 Results

41+1#3434+1#02*44+1#46+1#Total

3440044Hom. point
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Seq. 

results
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*retrospective inspection of spectra clearly displays the mutation identifying signals.

#two base pair substitution, AA>GC 



Theoretical cleavageTheoretical cleavage

AGGAGC0.502018CR

GGAGC0.511689CR

GAAAACAGGAGCAAAT0.505247TR

GAAAACGGAGCAAAT0.514918TR
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FrameshiftsFrameshifts not flaggednot flagged

�� 3819 del GTAAA base 154 to 158 fragment K  3819 del GTAAA base 154 to 158 fragment K  -- 3/3 missed3/3 missed

�� Only 1 additional signal (within normal analysis range)Only 1 additional signal (within normal analysis range)

�� V. Low potential scoreV. Low potential score

�� Software not currently designed to detect 5 Software not currently designed to detect 5 bpbp deletionsdeletions

TTTAC1.521566CR

TTGTTATTTGGTAAAC0.505110CF

TTGTTATTTGGTAAAGTAAAC0.516747CF

AAAGT0.511658TF
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3819 del GTAAA C3819 del GTAAA C--frowardfroward



FrameshiftsFrameshifts not flaggednot flagged

�� 4184 del TCAA base 2314184 del TCAA base 231--234 fragment L 234 fragment L –– 2/9 missed2/9 missed

�� Close proximity of 2Close proximity of 2ndnd mutationmutation

�� Only TOnly T--forward gives unambiguous signalsforward gives unambiguous signals

�� Both amplicons failed/poor quality in TBoth amplicons failed/poor quality in T--forwardforward

�� T rich fragment in CT rich fragment in C--reverse reverse 

TTATTTTC0.502479CR

TTGATTATTTTC0.513761CR

TTGGAAGAAAATAAGAAGAAC0.506913*CF

TTGGAAGAAAATAATC0.515210CF

AAGAAGAAC0.512990CF

AAGAAGAACAAAGCAT0.505247TF

CAAGAAGAACAAAGCAT0.515520TF

Sequence
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frequency 

in mutant

Relative 

frequency 

in normal

massRxn



�� 2731 ins T base 294 fragment G 2731 ins T base 294 fragment G –– missmiss--called as 2731 called as 2731 
C>T C>T homhom

�� Can only be discriminated by TCan only be discriminated by T--reverse and Creverse and C--reversereverse

�� Presence second mutationPresence second mutation

�� DeDe--convoluted in retrospectconvoluted in retrospect

FrameshiftsFrameshifts MisscalledMisscalled



2731 ins T  T2731 ins T  T--reversereverse



FrameshiftsFrameshifts MisscalledMisscalled

�� 3450 del CAAG base 154 to 157 fragment J3450 del CAAG base 154 to 157 fragment J

�� Only TOnly T--forward informativeforward informative

�� Confounding noise (also seen in another sample)Confounding noise (also seen in another sample)

�� Indicator seen in retrospectIndicator seen in retrospect



3450 del CAAG T3450 del CAAG T--forwardforward



Point mutations missPoint mutations miss--locatedlocated

�� 14 14 hetshets (3 unique)(3 unique)

�� 11 in fragments with 3 mutations11 in fragments with 3 mutations

�� 2 in fragments with 2 mutations2 in fragments with 2 mutations

�� 1 in fragment with 1 mutation1 in fragment with 1 mutation

�� 15 15 HomHom (1 mutation (1 mutation –– 15/15 cases)15/15 cases)

�� One of calls correctOne of calls correct



SummarySummary

�� Design nonDesign non--optimaloptimal

�� All point mutations flagged and called but All point mutations flagged and called but 

position occasionally ambiguousposition occasionally ambiguous

�� 32/37 32/37 frameshiftsframeshifts flagged flagged –– only 2 unique only 2 unique 

mutations missedmutations missed

�� 2 2 frameshiftsframeshifts misscalledmisscalled -- would need would need 

confirmatory sequencing regardlessconfirmatory sequencing regardless



ConclusionsConclusions

�� MassCleaveMassCleave™ provides:™ provides:

�� Fast sample turn aroundFast sample turn around

�� Very low false positive rateVery low false positive rate

�� Very promising comparative reVery promising comparative re--sequencing method sequencing method 

for diagnostic screeningfor diagnostic screening

�� But:But:

�� More stringent (objective) quality criteria plus More stringent (objective) quality criteria plus 

extension of data analysis range neededextension of data analysis range needed



Further workFurther work

�� Larger study  Larger study  

�� Optimal designOptimal design

�� Reference mutation controlsReference mutation controls

�� Defined quality criteriaDefined quality criteria

�� Cost analysisCost analysis

�� Software developmentSoftware development

�� MulitpleMulitple alignments?alignments?

�� FrameshiftsFrameshifts??

�� Work in progress by Work in progress by SequenomSequenom
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Preliminary reportPreliminary report
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